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Blue Wizard Digital releases Space Tyrant to closed beta on Steam.
Blue Wizard Digital is following up their debut hit, Slayaway Camp, with a wickedly amusing 4x
roguelike that has just landed in closed beta on Steam.
In Space Tyrant, you’ll build a terrifying space fleet, devastate planets, and slaughter peaceful
extraterrestrials in your relentless march to total domination!
From people who designed, produced, drew stuff for, or ate lunch with the people who made
Bejeweled, Peggle, and Plants vs Zombies comes a more sinister strategic experience with far
fewer unicorns.
“We all enjoyed 4x and roguelike games but found our minds wandering to nearby squirrels, etc,
during a typical session,” says tyrannical overlord, Jason Kapalka, “under Blue Wizard Digital,
we set out to make a zero-attention span mega-empire game, where you could have titanic
space battles and huge galaxy-spanning conquests but not run over your employer-mandated
allotment of lunch-eating minutes.”
“We didn't care about winning any "cultural victories" or "Space United Nations" crap; we
wanted to disintegrate guys and watch tons of weird spaceships explode. So there is a whole lot
of that, plus collecting artifacts and leveling up and conquering planets and executing
ambassadors! Also we hear you like cards? We have cards. So many cards, let me tell you.”
But it's not all vaporizing mewling, hapless slavelings. While bashing your way through space,
you’ll eventually face off against the ‘mall cops’ of the universe - the ASTRONS. They might try
to slap your hand and call your parents, but a truly merciless tyrant will plow right through these
goody two-shoes. And to reward your unsavory efforts, a whole new empire will be yours to
agitate. New races of scientifically implausible creatures to lord over, new types of frankly
ridiculous technology to research, new commanders to throw into the fray, new cards to, um, do
card things with.
To get in on this dastardly beta, visit the game’s official website and sign up for the newsletter.
Anyone who signs up will receive a beta key within a day or so and be up and tyranting in no
time. Here are some handy links (screenshots available in the Press Kit):
Steam Store Page
Trailer
Official Site
Press Kit
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